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Terry is a proud Zimbabwean who is culinary
curious. He has dabbled in the art of various
ferments but his love for the flavour explosion
empowered by our microbial friends sees him
stuffing fermenters with chillis more often than
not. He has shared with us his basic recipe that
is the culmination of hours observing Youtube
and various hot sauce experiments that have
him buzzing for more.

Ingredients
500 ml filtered water
15 grams unrefined salt with no preservatives
300 grams fresh chillies of your choice (you can
make it as hot as you want and as
varied as you want!)
1 medium onion
Up to 5 cloves fresh garlic (depending on taste)
1 teaspoon of thyme
White spirit vinegar (other vinegars can be used
but spirit vinegar doesn’t detract
from the true flavour of the fermented chillies)

Equipment

Clean 1 litre jar with lid
Sterile container
Knife & cutting board
Fine mesh strainer
Blender

Method
1. Making the salt brine: pour the 500ml water into a sterile container along with 15g of
unrefined salt. Make sure all the salt is dissolved before you continue.
2. Depending on the size of the chillies, you can leave them whole but a rough chop
would ensure full coverage. Leave the stalks on some of the chillies as they are also a
good source of the lactobacillus needed for fermentation. (Remember to remove them
after the ferment).
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3. Chop
up the onion and peel and crush the garlic cloves.
4. Pack the vegetables into the jar nice and tightly. Make sure to leave about 2.5cm of
space between the vegetables and the top of the jar. The gap you leave should not be
so big that there is enough oxygen for bad bacteria to take root, but not so small that
the fermentation bubbling creates a mess.
5. Pour the brine into the jar and use a spatula to push the vegetables down to make sure
the brine makes contact with all the nooks and crannies and there are no air bubbles
trapped. Adding a clean food weight or large piece of cabbage or onion to keep the
peppers below the brine level is advisable but not altogether necessary if everything is
sterile and the gap to the lid is not too big.
6. Close the jar with an airlock fitted lid if one is available. If not, close with a normal
jar lid and make sure the jar is opened from time to time to prevent a carbon dioxide
build up causing an explosion. The ferment may bubble so it’s best to keep the jar on
a plate to catch any spills.
7. Store the jar in a closed cupboard at room temperature for no less than 14 days, and
longer if desired. The ferment may become cloudy and the vegetables will lose some
colour but this is normal.
8. Once your chillies have fermented, it’s time to blend the sauce. When you open the
jar it should have a delicious, pickled, fermented fragrance. It should not smell off or
rotten.
9. Drain the vegetables into a fine mesh strainer over a bowl. The brine can be kept to
add a little back into the blend (it will be very spicy now too) or used for other
purposes.
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10. Place the drained peppers, onion
and garlic
into the blender along with a teaspoon of
Terry's
Tips
thyme. You will also now add the vinegar. This is not only to ramp up flavour but to
increase the acidity of the sauce and make sure it stays food safe for a good amount of
time. The amount added should be just about equal to the volume of the drained
vegetables. Things like sugar or lemon juice or other herbs can be added too at this
point depending on what flavour profile you are looking for.
11. Blend until the sauce has reached the smoothness and viscosity desired.
12. Once blended, your sauce can now be bottled (leave a little headspace between bottle
cap and sauce) and used as desired.
13. This fermented hot sauce has not been cooked (a process that will stop the
fermentation process completely) so the fermenting process may still continue at a
slower rate. Make sure to refrigerate your sauce to slow it even further and open the
bottle with care.
14. The sauce may also separate after some time so give it a very gentle shake before
opening it for use.

TERRY'S
TIPS

1. Make sure the salt has no preservatives like iodine.
Examples are pure sea salt or Himalayan rock salt.
2. Make sure everything is very sterile and clean, including
your hands. This ensures no bad bacteria growing in your
ferment.
3. The fermentation brine should have between 2 and 4% salt
to ensure a good fermentation.
4. Don’t overly wash the chillis before you put them in your
ferment. They are covered in the lactobacillus that is
essential for good fermentation.
5. Depending on the heat of the chillis it is a good idea to wear
gloves and prepare them in a well ventilated area.
6. The strained pulp can be dried and used to make hot
flavoured salt or a braai spice/rub with some kick!

